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Abstract

The present study is to find the impact of work family interference and facilitations on satisfaction at job and psychological well-being in presence of supervisory support as moderatos among the working women professional in an organization among twin cities of Pakistan. For challenging the planned model, collected data of 1000 women employees working in both private and government sector were surveyed. Descriptive statistics and measure of central tendency technique was used for data analysis. The results exposed that work family interference and family interference work will negatively affect the job satisfaction and psychological well-being and supervisory support dampens their relationship but for the Work facilitation family and family facilitation work the relationship will act as enhancer in the presence of supervisory support. The conflicts were correspondingly inspiring participate and avoiding behaviors at the most. Among women, powerful ones for increasing levels of normative commitment, extension commitment, and trust, respectively.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Issue of conflicts and facilitation has continuously catching the consideration of many researchers and they are making the progress with its different antecedents but now the issue of interference and facilitations has continues to attract research attention world wide. Modernizing trends such as profitable development, diversity, human right policies, globalizing influence and equal employment opportunity has increased concentration on the contact of work life problems on the employees’ well-being and how supervisory support will help full in removing these conflicts.

Work-Family Interference is basically define as the dimensions of the conflict in which the role pressure is mutual. It is the incompatible contribution in work role made by influence in family roleare capable to concern with individuals and organizations relationships.(Xu, 2008).Work-family facilitation is observed as the inter role arises that was observable fact where all roles are inter related and affect each other as cited.
Job satisfaction has been defined as a overall insolence towards one’s job. Respect given to one’s feelings or state of mind regarding the nature of their work. It is the impact of the job performance of an individual which creates positive influence. Job satisfaction is the mostly used variable which had been studied for the research in the organizations as it is very much important for the people who are working inside or for the organization. Job satisfaction traditional model explains about what an individual feels about his or her job cited by (Atif Anis, 2011). Researchers involved in the psychological well-being identifies wide concepts to that areas. This approach to well-being is imperfect as it takes other approach to wetakes explanation of the importance of the “purpose” in well-being. (Robertson & Cooper, 2010).

In Supervisor support supervisor perform as gatekeepers of the profession and so need to be sure that they give supervision to the key critical areas affecting the supervisory relationship (Cheon, Blumer, Shih, Murphy, & Sato, 2008). Supervisory support as a very important cultural work aspect that decreases the negative impact on work life as well as on employees daily life. (Sanaz Aazami, 2015).

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. Work family interference / family interference work

Work-family interference significantly and negatively connected with job satisfaction. The job satisfaction can better by reducing conflict between work and family (Kossek, 2007). Interference is believed continuing process with no definite restrictions that serves to modify the actions of both children and parent.

2.1.1. H1-If WIF occurs among employees, it will lead to decrease in the satisfaction on job

We consequently consist of home, family, and enjoyment domain names under the wide frame of “no work” even though interference to the key critical areas affecting the supervisory relationship is crucial, the work-to-nonworking path is greater commonplace (Joseph G Grzywacz et al., 2006). (Glass, 2006) contend that “the spillover from real, especially for parents, however it isn’t as mentioned or severe as the alternative dynamic, in which paintings spills over into the home.” moreover, the different guidelines of interference are conceptually awesome and feature one of a kind background (Reynolds & Renzulli).

2.1.2. H2-If FIW occurs among employees, it will lead to the decreased in job satisfaction

Components of circle of W-F interaction: family facilitation (FWF), which refers to the effective interplay among circle of relatives and paintings, and circle of relatives Family interference which refers back to the terrible interaction (Hansen et al., 2006) within the case of JRE, which means excessive work primary to personnel feeling exhausted, it’s miles positively related to FWC (Ahmad & Ali, 2003) building on those in advance studies, this studies examines incredible and terrible reactions from the family vicinity which can be transferred to the artwork domain, an effect referred to as spillover (Ahmad & Ali, 2003).

2.1.3. H3. If WIF occurs among employees, it will lead to decrease in the psychological well-being

Among women, ancestral position and service position produce different levels of satisfaction with family life as well as job life (Thomas Tanner, 2014) Among employed woman there had been extensively lower levels of family work approval than women who are not employed. Most of these studies have concluded that married women have greater levels of psychological well-being than the non-married. The result of recent meta-analysis (Turlic & Buliga, 2014) supports this findings that shows a small, positive relationship between between married and well-being. Another current analysis (Wolpin, 2012) Suggests that the relationship of marital status to psychological well-being is getting weaker overtime, but still finds that married people have better well being than the unmarried.

2.1.4. H4. If FIW occurs among employees, it will lead to the decreased psychological well-being

Responsibility of rewarding both roles lead women’s success in the occupational profession and, not feel their family suffer from outside home. The responsibilities of married women are generally related to house work and child care in the home (Sieber, 1974a). The demands of child care and house hold duties usually impose more strongly on women, whether they are employed or not (May, 2003; Powell, 2006; Sheng Wen, 2012; Linda Thiede Thomas & Daniel C. Ganster, 1995). Much recent research has examined the relationship between family work interference, and psychological well-being is negative.

2.1.5. Work-family facilitation and family interference work
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WFF, is a function that the needs of contribution of a single role help the implementation of another role. Increasing hobby within the exploration of quality organizational conduct (Fred Luthans 2007) has motive the observe of superb interdependencies of employee and family interactions (Hansen et al., 2006). Barnett et al. (1992) checked out the process rewards to pick out which elements moderate the relationship between discern-position quality and mental distress.

2.1.6. H5. If WFF occurs among employees, it will enhances in increased in job satisfaction

WFF assistance was positively related to job satisfaction. (Sieber, 1974a) found that it is not necessary that involvement in various roles will lead to conflict generation consequent role strain. The positive side of work family facilitation was fewer investigated as associated to the attention of destructive sorts. Rising attention towards investigating the optimistic organization behaviour (WFF) that was expected from daily job characteristics.

2.1.7. H6. If FFW occurs among employees, it will lead to enhances in job satisfaction

Hypothesis convey us the explanation that concerning family facilitation work occurs amongst employees it will increased the level of satisfaction in job. New behavior will be in relation of job satisfaction, high self honor and less determination to give up the job (Kossek, 2007) Definite links of job demand and vocation role superiority and WFF research has showing that high stress. Every direction in a social system comprised of interrelating elements they generates discriminateable such as married dyad or parent-child dyad (May, 2003).

2.1.8. H7. If WFF occurs among employees, it will lead to increased in psychological well-being

work family facilitation occurs among the employees it will increase the level of psychological well-being among employees. People with advanced levels of feeling of PWB execute better at work than those with inferior one; the results from (Cropanzano, 1999) show PWB is stronger interpreter of job act than job satisfaction (Robertson & Cooper, 2010). Aristotle was the creator of the term eudaimonia and considered that correct pleasure is found by “doing what is worth doing”. WFIs likewise positively and substantially related to the perceived significance of own family assist programs (Frone & Yardley, 1996). on the equal time, research indicates that the circle of relatives boundary is more permeable: paintings is much more likely to interfere with own family the to than family will intervene with work (Frone, Russell, & Cooper, 1992; Frone, 2, 002).

2.1.9. H8. If FFW occurs among employees, it will lead to increase in psychological well-being

FFW will increased the level of psychological well-being among employees in the presence of supervisory support as moderator. The influence of job pressure on the work has been testified by scholars (Lai, 1995) Low level jobs of the employees are more associated with risk problems and low level of psychological well-being caused by the work place are serious problem for the workers they are facing today. The recession became finished as a step-smart regression and it was also finished as pressured entry facilitation (WFF/FFW)

2.2. Supervisory Support, Psychological well-being and job satisfaction

2.2.1. H9. Supervisory support will buffer relationship between WIF and job satisfaction

One reason why researchers have not constantly originate a negative relationship among the accessibility of work interference family and task conflict will arises due to the employees working in the conditions that are more holding such practices. Supportive manager is person who “is sympathetic to the employee” choice to are trying to find balance among work and family and who have interaction in hard work to assist the employees accommodate his or her work and own family duty to assist the worker accommodate his or her own family and work obligation. rather than focusing upon support for a selected practice.

2.2.2. H10. Supervisory support will buffer relationship between FIW and job satisfaction

Greater widespread perspective of a supervisory supporting a balance between work and family or relatives demand given the theoretical rational provided by using Allen (2001) and others (e.g., Thomas & Ganster, 1995) and their findings we anticipated a poor relationship among reporting to a supportive and work own family conflict in regards to the connection among reporting to supportive manager and family work battle, to our understanding, no take a look at has observing this courting. However, to the enlarge that a manager is
perceived as supportive of balancing family and work interaction. It seems probable that there need to be much less stated family work interaction.

2.2.3. **H11. Supervisory support will enhance relationship between FFW and job satisfaction.**

This hypotheses convey our explanation that One reason is that why researches have now not consistently located a positively among the work of relatives-agreeable exercise and function conflict due to the significance of working situation that supports the usage of such practice. Supportive supervisor provide friendly surroundings for workers (Luo Lu, 2013). The importance of supportive manager become highlighted in our earlier dialogue of the studied by means of (Linda Thiede Thomas & Daniel C. Ganster, 1995). An approach of humility on the part of supervisors can encourage less conflictual relationships with trainees whilst supervisors show fallibility and are motivated to admit their personal errors, even as at the similar time preserving a experience of leadership and confidence, it serves to create a noncompetitive surroundings and stops an growing cycle of blame and demoralization (Ronald J. Burke 2001).

2.2.4 **H12. Supervisory support will enhances relationship between WFF and job satisfaction**

This hypotheses convey our explanation that job possessed with the resource of people in a position interaction state of affairs can produce improved strength and such power may be used for gratifying the necessities of other roles that had to been performed in both home and job places. This is related to modern day trend of enrichment (Powell, 2006) and facilitation. Job satisfaction outlined as “a person’s feelings toward his or her job or job setting at explicit purpose in time” insane and Marcic outline “job satisfaction as a positive angle toward one’s job”.

Supportive supervisors also offer emotional and instrumental guide. Satisfactory in supervision consists of know-how the responsibilities and demands positioned on front line people, offering honest and equitable distribution of workload, and being knowledgeable of the employee welfare instrument and daily toddler welfare exercise (Dickinson & Painter, 2009; Scannapieco & Connell-Carrick, 2007).

2.2.5. **H13. Supervisory support will buffer relationship between WIF and psychological well-being**

This hypotheses convey our explanation that WIF and psychological well-being has negative relationship with each other this relationship will buffer when supervisory support will introduced as moderator among the variables. When work interferes with the area, it may get away personnel time, physical, and emotional sources. WFI has been gaining interest of scholars in the different sides of psychology and management sciences. This hypothesis explains the effect of WIF and PWB. WIF has a negative impact on PWB and when we introduce moderator supervisory support the moderating variable starts moving toward positive side. Ultimately the supervisory support is cushioning relationship between WIF and psychological well being.

2.2.6. **H14. Supervisory support will buffer relationship between FIW and Psychological well-being**

FIW with WIF refer back scenario while pressure from work and interfering of relative’s role are jointly mismatched in which contribution in one problem is hard to contribute function (Jeffrey H Greenhaus, 2003). The psychological interface refers to effective and terrible bring over from work to relatives existence and strength deficit at home.

2.2.7. **H15. Supervisory support will enhances relationship between WFF and psychological well-being**

Supervisors tend to be greater concerned in personnel’ day by day jobs than administrators; consequently, the supportive relationships with employees can be one of a kind than the ones of administrators and have been essential to employee retention, morale, and process pride (Wolpin, 2012; Youssef & Luthans, 2007). (Byron, 2005) began to apply the running association idea to management by means of demarcation the requirements and responsibilities he believed to be primary to supervision the supervisory support, the bond in supervision vary from that developed in remedy among the therapist and customer due to the fact assessment is an significant part of the supervisory process possibly making the connection a surprisingly critical but weak component of supervision greater currently, explored weakening and maintenance in the supervisory alliance; they located that truly the possibility of estimation can cause weakening inside the supervisory dating (Malcom G. Patterson and Micheal A. West Mark A. Griffin 2001).

2.2.8. **H16. Supervisory support will enhances relationship between FFW and psychological well-being**
well-being

Family Facilitation with work is depend on psychological well-being. FFW has a positive impact on PWB. When there is involvement of facilitation of family at work place then person will satisfy with their job and he will be motivated for doing his task. as opposed to focusing upon support for a particular practice, we accepted the more preferred attitude of a manager sup porting a stability among work and own family needs. Between reporting to a supervisory support and work-circle of employees struggle with reference to build relationship between reporting to a supportive and family-work conflict, to our information, no take a look at this observe this seeing but, that a manager was supposed to be sympathetic to keep an order between work and family, that's a concept advanced by using Bordin within the mid seventies. (Bordin, 1975).

3. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

4.1. Samples and Procedure

We had taken the sample of 300 professionals working women of private as well as public sector professional working women in different sectors of Rawalpindi and Islamabad. and collecting the cross sectional data. The persistence of the study described, and access to women holding managerial and professional jobs was requested to treat as a sample and fill the required data form. The research design of our study is causal study which able us to state that variable X causes variable Y. A logical explanation is given why the independent variable effecting the dependent variable and role of moderator in the research. non-probability sampling technique is used for setting the appropriate amount of sample size. All items were measured on a five point Likert scale ranging from 1 (disagree very much) to 5 (agree moderately).

5. MEASURES

5.1. Work-family interference and facilitations

Interference items were adopted from (van Steenbergen et al., 2007) van Facilitation items of (Joseph G Grzywacz & Marks, 2000; Wagena & Geurts, 2000) and done it by collecting the data through questionnaires to develop a valid 16 factor measure of work family interference and facilitation. The work family facilitation only psychological dimesions is developed. In this study we include 6 items to measure work family conflict. In this study
5.2. Job Satisfaction

Job satisfaction was measured using (Spector, 1985) job satisfaction scale. The scale is composed of 34 items, and respondents indicate how satisfied or dissatisfied they are with a number of work factors, including pay, promotion, relationship with colleagues and supervisors and the nature of the work.

5.3. Psychological well-being

All items were dignified with five point Likert scale 1 of each items that ranges from (disagree very much) to 5 (agree moderately). Items had been taken from Ryff, C.D., & Singer, B. (1998). The contours of positive human health. Psychological Inquiry, 9, 1-28.

5.4. Supervisory support

For supervisory support we had taken nine items from (Greenhaus et al., 1990). Effect of the race on: organizational experience and job performance evaluations and career outcomes. Academy of management journal: 33(1).64-86. 1990 by academy of management . items were taken from the appendix . pp. 85-86
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